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An anonymous electronic cash system needs to have several properties. It must be available across
the Internet so that people can send and receive notes. The system also has to use public key

encryption to allow people to send notes to each other without giving away their identities, and to
allow the recipients to determine the integrity of the note they receive. Because it relies on

encryption, it may not be feasible to rely on a third party to guarantee the integrity of electronic
money. A vendor could alter a customer's electronic currency, for example, by replacing the actual

note with a bill for a different amount. An electronic cash system has to rely on some other
technique to verify the integrity of the notes it issues. This method would allow the vendor to charge
the original amount for the note and print a new note--one that would have the correct amount but

without the serial number. Although the vendor could not prove to anyone that the note was
genuine, it could at least record the original amount of money transferred. Commercial banks have
long used techniques like this for verifying checks and negotiating the clearing of checks that cross
accounts. Any system that uses a bank check as a form of currency could be modified to use similar

techniques. David Chaum has already demonstrated this, using a modified version of a new
communications protocol called S/MIME to provide anonymous cash payments. Where market

principles are absent, the Court can step in. However, in many cases, we should not expect a free
market to provide protection for those who cannot afford to purchase the product. One reason is that
an informed consumer can benefit from free software and copy protection schemes, and use them to
secure their data. Many individuals who cannot afford licenses for software are willing to trade their
data (for example, credit card numbers) for the data they can afford (e.g., cell phone numbers). Free
software has a similar and potentially greater security advantage than the copyright in the product it
creates, and in some cases, this protective effect may go beyond the user-specific restriction that a

license imposes. This security will not come from blanket regulation, but rather from fair and
transparent licensing. However, there is no guarantee that markets will operate fairly and

efficiently.4 Regulators may even be involved in writing the software.
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so that people can send and receive
notes. The system also has to use

public key encryption to allow people
to send notes to each other without
giving away their identities, and to

allow the recipients to determine the
integrity of the note they receive.

Because it relies on encryption, it may
not be feasible to rely on a third party
to guarantee the integrity of electronic

money. A vendor could alter a
customer's electronic currency, for

example, by replacing the actual note
with a bill for a different amount. An
electronic cash system has to rely on
some other technique to verify the
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the serial number. Although the vendor
could not prove to anyone that the
note was genuine, it could at least

record the original amount of money
transferred. Commercial banks have

long used techniques like this for
verifying checks and negotiating the

clearing of checks that cross accounts.
Any system that uses a bank check as

a form of currency could be modified to
use similar techniques. David Chaum

has already demonstrated this, using a
modified version of a new

communications protocol called S/MIME
to provide anonymous cash payments.
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many cases, we should not expect a
free market to provide protection for
those who cannot afford to purchase
the product. One reason is that an
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informed consumer can benefit from
free software and copy protection

schemes, and use them to secure their
data. Many individuals who cannot

afford licenses for software are willing
to trade their data (for example, credit
card numbers) for the data they can

afford (e.g., cell phone numbers). Free
software has a similar and potentially
greater security advantage than the

copyright in the product it creates, and
in some cases, this protective effect

may go beyond the user-specific
restriction that a license imposes. This

security will not come from blanket
regulation, but rather from fair and

transparent licensing. However, there
is no guarantee that markets will

operate fairly and efficiently.4
Regulators may even be involved in

writing the software. 5ec8ef588b
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